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Summary
Divided in six sections, the bulletin presents a review of some publications and events
amongst the business history discipline in Latin America. In the first section, Debates, Diego
Szlechter, Florencia Luci and Marcela Zangaro introduce a revision on the sociological
approaches to management in Argentina. The authors emphasize the need to study the
evolution of the local management since the 1960s when the first managerial practices arrived
in the country. They claim that the discussion in the literature has been always focused on the
role of entrepreneurs in development and less in the impact of founders and managers inside
the company. Although, professional managers were only introduced later in large domestic
companies, the authors call the attention over the challenging environment to introduce new
perspectives on the study of local management.
In this number, Gabriela Recio who comments on a book about business, businessmen and
political environment in Mexico coordinated by Marco Palacios (2015). Also in this issue, the
section Novedades Bibliográficas comments on the special issue on international business in
Southern Europe of the Journal of Evolutionary Studies in Business, the new book by Marcelo
Rougier on the Argentinian industrialization and the one by María Lenis on Argentinean sugar
entrepreneurs. The section Tesis Doctorales, presents the summaries of two thesis submitted
by Pablo Federico Pryluka (MSc in History, Universidad Torcuato Di Tella, “Reforma structural,
expectativas y consumidores: el problema de la inflación en la política económica de Martínez
de Hoz”) and Agustina Vence Conti (PhD in History, Universidad Torcuato Di Tella, “Resolver el
problema de la deuda externa. Bancos, agentes financieros y gobierno en las negociaciones
sobre la deuda pública argentina después de la crisis de 1890: la trama de las negociaciones
(1890-1907)”).
In Recursos, there is an invitation to join the new special interest group on food, agriculture
and sustainability and the group on globalization, growth and inequality (Glocred). Also to
browse the Colegio de Mexico website on banking history in Latin America and Spain. Also in
this issue, the section on archives for business history (Archivos) calls the attention over two
wine companies archives: Bodegas Arizu and Empresa Estatal Bodegas y Viñedos Giol. To close
this bulletin, the section Convocatorias shows a list of call for papers.

